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Abstract--With the development of smart grid technologies, 

some of the electric demands which are traditionally considered 
fixed and inflexible will become promising distributed energy 
resources (DERs) in future power systems. However, the partici-
pation of small scale or household energy sources into balancing 
power might challenge the operation of electric distribution sys-
tems and cause congestions. This paper presents a distribution 
congestion price (DCP) based market mechanism to alleviate 
possible distribution system congestions. By employing the loca-
tional marginal pricing (LMP) model, the proposed DCPs are 
able to reflect the real congestion cost and further direct the 
schedule of the responses of electric demands. Based on the 
NordPool Spot market structure, the interactions between aggre-
gators and the distribution system operator (DSO) are discussed, 
and the procedure for calculating DCPs is proposed. Finally, a 
practical Danish 60kV/10.5kV distribution system is employed as 
the test case to verify the proposed method for mitigating conges-
tion. 
 

Index Terms—Congestion management, household demand 
response, distribution system, distribution congestion price 

NOMENCLATURES 

 

ijB  Imaginary part of the nodal admittance ma-

trix between node i and j 

ijC  Charging susceptance between node i and j 

AF  Object function of the aggregators 

DF  Object function of the DSO 

G  Number of aggregators in the distribution 

system 

ijG  Real part of the nodal admittance matrix 

between node i and j 

AH  Number of domestic houses controlled by 

the aggregator 
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( )H i  Number of domestic houses at node i 

( , )I k t  Comfort parameter of the appliance k at time 

t 

max ( )I k  Maximum comfort parameter value of the 

appliance k 

min ( )I k  Minimum comfort parameter value of the 

appliance k 

( )K h  Number of flexible household appliances at 

house h 
N  Number of load nodes in the distribution 

system 

( , )DP i t  Active power demand at node i at time t 

, ( , )D fixP i t  Active power of non-flexible demands at 

node i at time t 

( , )GP i t  Active power generation at node i at time t 

( , )flexP k t  Demand planning of the appliance k at time t 

by the aggregators 

.max ( , )flexP k t  Maximum demand of the appliance k at time 

t 

.min ( , )flexP k t  Minimum demand of the appliance k at time 

t 

( , )iP h t  Demand planning for house h at time t for 

the next trading day 
* ( , )iP h t  Initial demand planning for house h at time t 

by the aggregators 

,ij tP  Active power flow between node i and j at 

time t 
*
,max ( , )iP h t  Maximum flexible demand for house h at 

time t based on the initial energy bids 
*
,min ( , )iP h t  Minimum flexible demand for house h at 

time t based on the initial energy bids 

( , )lossP ij t  Losses between node i and j at time t 

( , )DQ i t  Reactive power demand at node i at time t 

( , )GQ i t  Reactive power generation at node i at time t 

,ij tQ  Reactive power flow between node i and j at 

time t 
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,ij tS  Apparent power flow between node i and j 

at time t 

,maxijS  Maximum acceptable apparent power flow 

between node i and j 

T  Total simulation time horizon 

,i tU  Per-unit voltage magnitude at node i at time 

t 

,maxiU  Maximum acceptable voltage magnitude of 

node i 

,miniU  Minimum acceptable voltage magnitude of 

node i 
g  Index of the aggregators, g=1,2,…,G 

h  Index for the number of houses 

i , j  Index of the distribution load nodes, i, 

j=1,2,…,N 

k  Index for the number of flexible household 

appliances at house h 
t  Index of the time slots, t=1,2,…,T 

( , )DCP i t  Distribution congestion price at node i at 

time t 

( , )LMP i t  Distribution location marginal price at node 

i at time t 

( )p t  Predicted day-ahead market price at time t in 

the next trading day 

,ij t  Deviation of phase angle between node i and 

j at time t 

g  set of load nodes within the operation of 

aggregator g 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

OWADAYS, modern power systems are continuously 
developing towards smart grids with a high level of pene-

tration of renewable energy, electric vehicles (EVs) and dis-
tributed energy resources (DERs). Take Denmark as an exam-
ple, wind energy now amounts to about 28% of the total Dan-
ish electricity consumption, and the Danish government aims 
to increase the penetration level of wind energy to 50% by the 
year of 2020 [1]. With such a high level of wind energy pene-
tration, energy sources at both transmission and distribution 
levels are required to participate in a new power system opera-
tional paradigm with more flexibilities. As far as a distribution 
system is concerned, a major challenge for the distribution 
system operator (DSO) is the optimal operation strategies con-
sidering the management of DERs and demand responses 
(DRs). In particular, the DR is believed to be one of the most 
efficient solutions to accommodate the growing integration of 
renewable generation and EVs with volatilities and uncertain-
ties through operating the controllable demand for peak shav-
ing and valley filling [2]. 

Although the DR is not a new idea in power system opera-
tion, it receives much attention only in recent years due to the 
wide application of communication technology, e.g. smart 

meters and wireless communication [3]. It is believed that 
employing DR into distribution system operation will help 
consume the excessive electricity produced by the DERs and 
reduce the peak demand during high demand periods [4]. 
Moreover, the adoption of DR in the distribution system oper-
ation also enables a higher penetration level of distributed 
generators (DGs) and EVs. However, improper operation of 
the controllable demands may result in grid congestion, volt-
age collapse and other problems in the distribution system [5]. 
The congestion alleviation in transmission systems has already 
been extensively studied, while more work is required for 
examining and mitigating the possible overloading of lines 
and transformers caused by DERs and unexpected DR in dis-
tribution systems [6]. 

From the perspective of a DSO, the congestion in a distri-
bution system can be handled effectively through proper DR. 
Generally, the DR can be achieved through direct load control 
(DLC) or market mechanisms such as distribution congestion 
prices (DCPs) [7]. Generally, the economic entities in the dis-
tribution system such as aggregators and retailers are driven 
by economic interests. Thus, they will have the potential to 
respond to market signals so as to minimize their cost. As a 
result, suitable market mechanisms are required in order to 
handle congestions in distribution systems through DR and 
DCPs.  

In this paper, a DCP based market mechanism is proposed 
to influence the behavior of DR for congestion management in 
distribution systems in the day-ahead electricity market. Since 
the DCPs should reveal the true cost of congestion, the con-
cept of locational marginal pricing (LMP) is employed to de-
termine the DCPs in the day-ahead market by the DSO [8]. In 
this paper, controllable household appliances are selected as 
the DR sources. While influencing the behavior of DR, the 
customers’ comfort requirement must be respected as well. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II in-
troduces the aggregated control model of the aggregators for 
household demands. Section III presents the DCP based mar-
ket mechanism for congestion management and the calcula-
tion of DCPs. Section IV presents the simulation results of the 
proposed concept in congestion alleviation through DR and 
DCPs. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section V. 

II.  AGGREGATED PLANNING FOR HOUSEHOLD DEMANDS 

Currently, customers are accustomed to consuming electric 
power without interruptions. As the bi-direction communica-
tion between the electricity customers and the associated utili-
ties is coming to reality, certain kinds of household demands 
can now be seen as flexible and controllable, and have the 
potential to respond to market signals to minimize their cost 
without introducing discomfort to the users. Typically, de-
mands controlled by the temperature are regarded as the most 
important flexible demands in households, as their demands 
can be altered while maintaining the temperatures within ac-
ceptable ranges. These controllable demands include, but not 
restricted to, heat pumps, refrigeration devices, and water 
heaters. The air source heat pumps and two kinds of refrigera-

N
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tion devices are employed as flexible household demands in 
this work. Detailed thermal models of the flexible household 
appliances used in this paper are discussed in Appendix A. 

However, domestic customers are unlikely to respond to 
the electricity market themselves. Thus, market entities such 
as retailers and aggregators will take charge of operating those 
flexible appliances for the customers and make profits by em-
ploying them in the electricity markets. In exchange, the cus-
tomers will be offered more lucrative contracts as economic 
compensations.. 

The operations of these flexible demands are not complete-
ly arbitrary as the customers’ comfort levels must be respected. 
As such, the aggregators have to schedule the consumption of 
these flexible demands according to the price signals to mini-
mize the energy cost, while at the same time maintaining the 
parameters of the controlled appliances within the acceptable 
ranges. The objective function of an aggregator in charge of 
HA domestic houses can be described as: 

Minimize   
1 1

( ) ( , )
AHT

A p i
t h

F t P h t
 

                          (1) 

Meanwhile, the operations of these household demands are 
limited to their characteristics as well as the customers’ re-
quirements. In general, the constraints can be expressed as: 

( )

1

( , ) ( , )
K h

i flex
k

P h t P k t


                            (2) 

,min ,max( , ) ( , ) ( , )flex flex flexP k t P k t P k t             (3) 

min max( ) ( , ) ( )I k I k t I k                        (4) 

Equations (2)-(4) denote the total flexible demands of do-
mestic houses, the demand limits of different kinds of appli-
ances at different times, the limits of the comfort parameters 
of different appliances, respectively. The customers’ comfort 
levels are provided in the power supply contracts, and the 
comfort parameters can be collected by the aggregators 
through smart meters. 

 

III.  MARKET MECHANISM FOR CONGESTION ALLEVIATION 

With flexible appliances available in domestic houses, ag-
gregators and retailers are able to maximize their profits by 
optimizing the responses of these demands to the fluctuating 
electricity prices. Compared with autonomous operations, the 
aggregators will prefer to schedule much more power demand 
while the price is lower, and vice versa. As a result, the con-
centrated flexible demand consumption at price valleys is like-
ly to form a new demand peak, and might also cause overload-
ing, voltage drops and other security issues in distribution 
systems. To alleviate such congestion, certain methods should 
be taken to prevent the flexible demand peaks and alleviate 
possible congestions in distribution systems. 

A.  Congestion Management Strategies 

Distribution system congestion management strategies can 
be divided into three categories: switch operation (distribution 
system reconfiguration), DLC [9], and market mechanisms 
[10]. In general, switch operation is more traditional and has 

been very well studied. However, it is not very effective while 
dealing with congestion scenarios in radial network topologies. 
Moreover, switch operation based methods could not take 
advantage of the flexibilities of household appliances and oth-
er flexible loads such as the EVs. While taking flexible 
household appliances into account, DLC and market mecha-
nisms are more reasonable in dealing with potential conges-
tions. 

The differences between DLC and market methods lie in 
the responsibilities for controlling the flexible demands. DLC 
based on the direct control signals to flexible demands to alle-
viate demand peaks, while market mechanisms depend on 
market prices or other economic signals in directing the be-
haviors of flexible demands. Market mechanisms are adopted 
in this paper as customers are more willing to react to eco-
nomic signals and make profits rather than being ordered to 
change their demands. 

B.  Market Architecture 

In the Nordic region, the day-ahead energy market is oper-
ated by NordPool Spot [11]. Market participants must submit 
their supply and demand bids for the next trading day (NTD) 
by 12:00 of the present trading day (PTD), and the auction of 
the supply and demand bids determines the day-ahead energy 
prices of the NTD. In order to ensure that the congestion alle-
viation market mechanisms can be successfully integrated into 
the day-ahead Nordic electricity market, the mechanisms for 
the alleviation of distribution system congestion must be done 
before the market clearing of the NordPool Spot, which is 
12:00 of the PTD. 

As such, the DSO will have to ask the aggregators to sub-
mit their initial demand bids for the NTD to the DSO first, i.e., 
before 11:00 of the PTD. However, the spot price of the NTD 
is unknown at this point, so historical data will be employed to 
help estimate the spot price for the NTD. Then DSOs can veri-
fy the bids of the aggregators to see whether there will be 
congestions if their bids become the final bids in NordPool 
Spot. If there are possible congestions, the DSO will take cer-
tain measures and guide the aggregators to alleviate concen-
trated demand peaks. With market mechanisms, the DSO has 
to employ reasonable market signals while coordinating with 
aggregators. The DCP is adopted in this paper for distribution 
congestion management. Aggregators and retailers will re-
schedule their energy bids according to the DCPs provided by 
the DSO. Then the final bids will be submitted to NordPool 
spot market before 12:00 of the PTD with the DCPs consid-
ered. This DCP based congestion alleviation architecture is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1.  The DCPs based congestion alleviation market architecture in Nord-
Pool spot market. 

 

C.  DCP Calculation 

The concept of DCP is similar to that of the LMP, which is 
the marginal cost at each node and reflects the extra cost due 
to congestion and energy losses [12]. Thus, by calculating the 
LMPs in distribution systems, the elements caused by conges-
tions can be regarded as the DCPs. Generally, LMP is em-
ployed in transmission systems and distribution systems with 
multiple generation units such as DGs [13]. While considering 
certain household appliances as flexible power demands in the 
distribution system, LMP can still be calculated as in this case 
the demands are adjustable. 

From the view of the electricity market, the electricity cus-
tomers should also submit their bids or willingness in schedul-
ing their flexible demands. However, the real cost of regulat-
ing these thermal demands in system operation is quite hard to 
estimate. Moreover, irrational bids may result in low efficien-
cy or failure in the electricity market and system operation. In 
this paper, the operator in a distribution system will handle the 
possible congestion in a bid-less market instead of a double 
auction market [14]. Based on the initial demand bids of the 
aggregators and detailed information about the availabilities of 
the flexible demands, the DSO will formulate the distribution 
LMPs in the day-ahead market for the NTD. If possible con-
gestions have been detected by the DSO, the aggregators will 
then reschedule their energy bids for the NTD based on both 

the predicted spot price and the DCPs provided by the DSO. 
In this way, concentrated demand peaks and the possible con-
gestion in the distribution system will be alleviated. 

Alternative current optimal power flow (ACOPF) is em-
ployed in this paper to calculate DCPs. The objective of the 
ACOPF model is to minimize the total electricity supply cost 
of the whole distribution system in the NTD. The optimization 
bases on the initial energy bids submitted by the aggregators. 
With the detail information about the initial schedule and 
availabilities of all the flexible demands, the DSO can calcu-
late the LMPs for the NTD if there will be congestions. The 
objective function is shown in (5). 

Minimize   
1 1

( ) ( , )
T N

D p D
t i

F t P i t
 

                       (5) 

The constraints of the distribution system as well as the 
flexible demands are considered in the ACOPF model, as 
shown in (6)-(11). 

, , , ,( , ) ( , ) ( cos sin )G D i t j t ij ij t ij ij tP i t P i t U U G B        (6) 

, , , ,( , ) ( , ) ( sin cos )G D i t j t ij ij t ij ij tQ i t Q i t U U G B       (7) 

,min , ,maxi i t iU U U 

 

                               (8) 

( )
*

,
1

( , ) ( , ) ( , )
H i

D D fix i
h

P i t P i t P h t


                       (9) 

* * *
,min ,max( , ) ( , ) ( , )i i iP h t P h t P h t                    (10) 

, ,maxij t ijS S

 

                                (11) 

Equations (6) and (7) denote the typical AC power flow 
equations; Eqn. (8) denotes the voltage constraints in the dis-
tribution system; Eqn. (9) calculates the total active power 
demand at each load node; Eqn. (10) bases on the information 
of initial energy bids provided by the aggregators and limits 
the availabilities of the flexible demands at different domestic 
houses; Eqn. (11) is the constraint of the apparent power flow 
in the distribution system, and Sij,t can be calculated through 
(12)-(14). 

2 2
, , ,ij t ij t ij tS P Q                                (12) 

2
, , , , , ,( cos sin )ij t i t ij i t j t ij ij t ij ij tP U G U U G B   

 

    (13) 

2 2
, , , , , , ,

1
( sin cos )

2ij t i t j t ij ij t ij ij t i t ij i t ijQ U U G B U C U B     

 

(14) 

The LMPs can be calculated by solving the above ACOPF 
model, which can be expressed as, 

( , )
( , )

D
LMP

D

F
i t

P i t






                         (15) 

The LMPs represents the marginal costs at different distri-
bution nodes throughout the time period. However, the mar-
ginal costs caused by distribution congestions have to be sepa-
rated from the LMPs, shown as: 

( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( , )
loss

DCP LMP p p
D

P ij t
i t i t i t i t

P i t
   


  

    (16) 

The calculated DCPs illustrate the part of LMPs that are 
caused by congestions. After solving the ACOPF model, the 
DSO will be able to publish the DCPs for the aggregators to 
further modify the demand schedule and alleviate congestions. 
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D.  DR Operation Based on DCPs 

The DCPs should be considered in the planning of flexible 
household demands by the aggregators and retailers for the 
NTD in the day-ahead market after the verification of DSO is 
done. The objective functions for aggregators still aim to min-
imize the total energy cost at the NTD, and the DCPs should 
also be taken into account. In practice, it is possible that mul-
tiple aggregators exist in the distribution system, and each 
aggregator will optimize the planning of flexible demands 
within its own control area. The objective function for aggre-
gator g is described in (17), while all the constraints shown in 
(2)-(4) remain the same. 

Minimize   
( )

1 1

( ( ) ( , )) ( , )
g

H iT

A p DCP i
t i h

F t i t P h t 
  

       (17) 

Through the optimization with DCPs considered, these ag-
gregators will determine their control strategies of flexible 
demands in the NTD by shifting the loads based on the pre-
dicted energy price and the DCP profiles. 

IV.  CASE STUDIES 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed conges-
tion alleviation mechanism using DCPs in distribution systems, 
a Danish 60kV/10.5kV distribution system has been employed 
in case studies [15]. The topology of the test system is shown 
in Fig. 2. The test system contains 30 distribution load nodes. 
The discretized demand response model for the aggregators 
and the ACOPF model for the DSO in DCPs calculation are 
solved by GAMS/CPLEX and GAMS/CONOPT, which are 
high-performance commercial solvers for the linear program-
ming and non-linear programming models, respectively 
[16,17]. 

A.  Simulation Descriptions 

1) Domestic houses: Assume that there are 60 domestic 
houses at each distribution load node, and the floor area of all 
the houses randomly varies from 40m2 to 250m2. In practice, 
the thermal characteristics of all the houses of customers will 
vary from each other in terms of structure, material, etc. In 
this case study, the thermal characteristics of domestic houses 
are simplified to have the similar structure and properties, thus 
the thermal models of different houses can be described based 
on their floor areas. Also, the case studies are based on the 
normal climate data of the winter in Denmark, so all the hous-
es will have to use their heat pumps or other heating devices. 
For more accurate modeling of the domestic houses, aggrega-
tors could use the collected data and analyze the simplification 
errors, and further modify the characteristics of the models 
accordingly. Detailed comfort settings and the parameters of 
different household appliances are described in Appendix B. 

2) Aggregators: Two aggregators are assumed to partici-
pate in the distribution system operation in this case study, as 
shown in Fig. 2. According to Fig. 1, the aggregators have to 
estimate the initial conditions of flexible appliances at the be-
ginning of the NTD. The initial conditions of the NTD can be 
estimated by the real-time comfort parameters during bidding 

hours through smart meters and the demand schedules at the 
PTD. Also, all the appliances are assumed to operate follow-
ing the aggregators' schedules. 

3) Simulation scenarios: Two simulation scenarios listed in 
Table I have been used to test the validity of the proposed 
method. In both scenarios, the congestion happens at the 
60kV/10.5kV substation NOR-NOR1. Both the night peak 
and morning peak spot price profiles were obtained from the 
spot prices of the DK-west region in the NordPool spot mar-
ket. Moreover, the estimated spot price for the NTD by the 
aggregators and the DSO is assumed to be perfect. If an esti-
mation error exists, the congestions in the distribution system 
can still be further handled in the real-time market and other 
control strategies, which is out of the scope of this paper. 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Topology of the Danish 60kV/10.5kV distribution system. 
 

TABLE I 
CAST STUDY SCENARIOS 

Scenario 
No. 

Price profile Congestion scenario 

1 Night peak 
Overloading through trans-

former NOR-NOR1 

2 Morning peak 
Overloading through trans-

former NOR-NOR1 
 

B.  Simulation Results 

The difference between these two scenarios is the time pe-
riod of higher (or lower) spot prices. As the customers will use 
more electricity during the evening, the non-flexible part of 
power demand, such as lighting and cooking, will be signifi-
cantly higher than that during the daytime. 

The DCPs calculated by the DSO in both scenarios are 
shown in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively. The initial energy plan-
ning and the final demand bids with the consideration of 
DCPs by the aggregators in both scenarios are demonstrated 
in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.  Profiles of spot market price and the calculated DCPs of scenario 1.  

 

 
Fig. 4.  Profiles of spot market price and the calculated DCPs of scenario 2. 

 

 
Fig. 5  Profiles of apparent power flows through substation NOR-NOR1 in 
scenario 1.  
 

C.  Results Analysis 

Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate that the proposed DCP strate-
gy can alleviate the concentrated demand peaks and the con-
gestions in the distribution system. With the information of 
DCPs, aggregators rearrange the demands of flexible appli-

ances. Take the flexible demands at node 316 and 824 in sce-
nario 1 as examples. The flexible demand schedule at these 
two load nodes are the same when aggregators submit their 
initial plans to the DSO, but the final demand bids are quite 
different, as shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Fig. 6  Profiles of apparent power flows through substation NOR-NOR1 in 
scenario 2. 
 

 
Fig. 7  Profiles of initial and rescheduled flexible demands at node 316 and 
824 of scenario 1. 

 
Table II lists the maximum loading in both scenarios. It can 

be noted that slight congestion still exists, and the congestions 
with morning peak price profiles are harder to alleviate. Gen-
erally, the proposed DCPs mechanism can be considered fea-
sible in distribution congestion alleviation since the maximum 
overloading with DCPs only exceeds less than 1.0% in night 
peak price profiles and 2.0% in morning peak price profiles. 

The possible reasons for the overloading can be due to the 
nature of the demand response characteristics of household 
loads and the flexibilities in planning the loads among all the 
60 houses at each load node. Even with DCPs, the aggregators 
can still adjust the demands within those 60 domestic houses 
at each node. Besides, the time resolution of the DA market is 
one hour, so the results of the discretized DR models will be 
quite rough. 
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TABLE II 

SUBSTATION LOADING WITH AND WITHOUT DCPS 
Scenario 

No. 
Initial maximum line 

loading 
Maximum line loading 

with DCPs 
1 116.94% 100.78% 
2 115.20% 101.81% 

 

 
Fig. 8  Voltage profiles in the test system of scenario 1. 

 
Fig. 8 demonstrates the highest and lowest voltages among 

all the distribution load nodes for the NTD of scenario 1. Alt-
hough the demand bids submitted by the aggregators are not 
exactly the same with the results of ACOPF optimization by 
the DSO, the nodal voltages can still be kept within acceptable 
ranges. However, if the distribution transformer’s tap changes 
inappropriately, the flexibilities of household appliances could 
result in unexpected voltage drops or voltage collapses. In this 
case, the DSO is not able to formulate suitable DCPs, and 
other methods such as modifying the transformer’s tap and 
DLC should be adopted to prevent voltage failures in the dis-
tribution system. 

D.  Discussions 

As discussed in Section III, the congestions in distribution 
systems can be solved with several different methods. Based 
on the structure of NordPool Spot electricity market, the DCPs 
based model is adopted in this paper. 

On the other hand, another market mechanism bases on the 
declared cost of scheduling flexible demands is also an appli-
cable alternative. However, the major drawback of this meth-
od is the difficulties in calculating the real cost of changing 
the demands of the flexible appliances. As shown in [18], the 
final settled spot price in the distribution system is much high-
er than the original price. Moreover, the reasonable treatment 
of the large amount of excessive purchasing cost introduced 
by this approach is still unclear. As a result, the electricity 
market is not likely to perform in a very efficient way. 

Besides, this paper assumes that all the flexible appliances 
will operate following the aggregators' schedules. In reality, 
the demands may be altered from the aggregators’ schedules 
due to unforeseeable factors such as device failures and the 
customers’ autonomous operations. Such mismatches can be 

compensated through intra-day market, real-time market or 
DLC methods. In additions, the aggregators may compensate 
possible economic losses caused by those mismatches through 
modifying the power supply contracts with the customers who 
failed to respond to the schedule. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a market mechanism of DCPs for the 
congestion alleviation in distribution systems through the re-
sponse of household demands. The aggregators and retailers 
are able to schedule the electricity consumption of flexible 
demands to maximize their profits. At the same time, it be-
comes possible for the DSO to set up DCPs as a market mech-
anism to alleviate possible congestion in distribution systems 
in the day-ahead electricity market. The DCPs based conges-
tion alleviation strategy has been validated by the case studies 
using a practical Danish 10.5kV distribution system. Though 
slight congestions still exist with DCPs implemented, the 
overloading rates are very low and acceptable since the distri-
bution lines and transformers have overloading capacities. 

Still, there is a lot of work to be done in the near future 
concerning several major issues in distribution systems. For 
instance, the accurate estimation of the spot market price; the 
coordination between day-ahead market and real-time market; 
multi-objective distribution system optimization considering 
congestions, voltage distribution and network losses; the con-
gestion alleviation strategies with the integration of DR, EVs 
and DGs, etc. Besides, the integration and coordination of 
different congestion management approaches are also promis-
ing trends in handling distribution system congestions. 

APPENDIX A 

THERMAL MODELS OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES 
 

1) Thermal model for houses: For simplification, the ther-
mal models of individual houses are comprised of three parts, 
which are the interior of the house, the surface of the house 
including walls and windows, and the exterior [19]. Let A, H, 
S, W, E and V denote the floor area, height, surface area, win-
dow area, exterior wall area, air ventilation rate of the house, 
respectively. In this paper, H is assumed to be 2.5m, V is as-
sumed to be 50% per hour, and the windows comprise 20% of 
the exterior wall area of all the houses. Also, it is assumed that 
at any time during the day, only 50% of the exterior wall are 
exposed to sunlight. For a given value of A, the value of S, E 
and W can be calculated as follows [20], 

2 4S A H A                                  (18) 

E H A                                        (19) 
0.2W E                                        (20) 

Furthermore, let Ci, Cs, Ris, Rie and Rse denote the heat ca-
pacity of house interior, heat capacity of the house surface, 
heat transfer coefficient (HTC) between the interior and sur-
face, HTC between the interior and exterior, and HTC be-
tween the surface and exterior, respectively. These parameters 
can be obtained as follows [20], 
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41.3 10 (J / K)iC A                           (21) 
23.6 10 (J / K)sC A                           (22) 

7.69 (W / K)isR S                             (23) 

0.34 (W / K)ieR VAH                          (24) 

7.69 (69.05 1.07 )
(W / K)

7.69 (69.05 1.07 )se

S A
R

S A




 
            (25) 

2) Thermal model for heat pumps:  The dynamics of air 
source heat pumps mainly relate to the interior air temperature, 
the ambient air temperature, the house surface temperature, 
and the HTC between them. The thermal dynamics of air 
source heated house can be described by (26) and (27) [21], 

1
( ( ) ( ))i

HA s s is s i ie e i
i

dT
Q WQ R T T R T T

dt C
           (26) 

1
( ( ) ( ))s

s s is i s se e s
s

dT
EQ R T T R T T

dt C
           (27) 

where Ti, Ts, Te, QHA, Qs and ξs represent the interior tempera-
ture, the surface temperature, the ambient temperature, the 
heat output of the air source heat pump, the solar radiation and 
the efficiency of solar radiation, respectively. 

3) Thermal model for refrigeration devices: Two types of 
refrigeration devices are considered in this paper, one is the 
combined refrigerator and freezer [22], and the other is the 
large household refrigerator [23]. Both refrigeration thermal 
models are obtained from the simplified models described in 
[24]. The defrosting cycle of refrigeration devices is not con-
sidered in this paper, for it is controlled by the defrost timer 
other than the user or the aggregator. 

a) Combined refrigerator and freezer: The combined re-
frigerator and freezer can be represented by four thermal 
masses, namely refrigeration contents, freezing contents, the 
refrigeration interior, and the freezing structure. The tempera-
tures of these four masses are denoted as Tc1, Tc2, Tc3 and Tc4, 
respectively. The thermal dynamic models can be described as, 

1
13 3 1

1

1
( ( ))c

c c c
c

dT
R T T

dt C
                     (28) 

2
24 4 2

2

1
( ( ))c

c c c
c

dT
R T T

dt C
                    (29) 

3
13 1 3 34 4 3 3

3

1
( ( ) ( ) ( ))c

c c c c c c ic i c
c

dT
R T T R T T R T T

dt C
       (30) 

4
34 3 4 24 2 4

4

1
( ( ) ( ) )c

c c c c c c FC
c

dT
R T T R T T Q

dt C
         (31) 

where Cc1, Cc2, Cc3 and Cc4 represent the heat capacity of the 
refrigeration contents, the freezing contents, the refrigeration 
interior, and the freezing structure, respectively. Rc13, Rc24, Rc34 
and Ric denote the HTC between the refrigeration contents and 
the refrigeration interior, the freezing contents and the freez-
ing structure, the refrigeration interior and the freezing struc-
ture, the refrigeration interior and the air inside the house, 
respectively. QFC denotes the heat consumption of the com-
bined refrigerator and freezer. 

b) Large household refrigerator: Let Tl1, Tl2 and Tl3 rep-

resent the temperatures of the refrigeration contents, the re-
frigeration interior and the cooling circuit, respectively. The 
thermal dynamic model of the large household refrigerators 
can be described as follows, 

1
12 2 1

1

1
( ( ))l

l l l
l

dT
R T T

dt C
                        (32) 

2
12 1 2 23 3 2 2

2

1
( ( ) ( ) ( ))l

l l l l l l il i l
l

dT
R T T R T T R T T

dt C
        (33) 

3
23 2 3

3

1
( ( ) )l

l l l FL
l

dT
R T T Q

dt C
                    (34) 

where Cl1, Cl2 and Cl3 represent the heat capacity of the refrig-
eration contents, the refrigeration interior and the cooling cir-
cuit, respectively. Rl12, Rl23 and Ril denote the HTC between 
the refrigeration contents and the refrigeration interior, the 
refrigeration interior and the cooling circuit, the refrigeration 
interior and the air inside the house, respectively. QFL denotes 
the heat consumption of the refrigerator. 

4) Thermal constraints: In addition to the thermal models 
above, certain constraints must be respected to satisfy the 
needs of customers, as shown in (35)-(40), 

,max0 ( , ) ( , )HA HAQ h t Q h t                        (35) 

,max0 ( , ) ( , )FC FCQ h t Q h t                        (36) 

,max0 ( , ) ( , )FL FLQ h t Q h t                        (37) 

,min ,max( ) ( , ) ( )i i iT h T h t T h                        (38) 

3,min 3 3,max( ) ( , ) ( )c c cT h T h t T h                     (39) 

2,min 2 2,max( ) ( , ) ( )l l lT h T h t T h                      (40) 

where Ti,min(h), Ti,max(h), Tc3,min(h), Tc3,max(h), Tl2,min(h) and 
Tl2,max(h) denote the minimum and maximum acceptable tem-
perature of Ti, Tc3 and Tl2 according to the customer’s re-
quirement at house h, respectively; QHA,max(h,t), QFC,max(h,t) 
and QFL,max(h,t) represent the maximum heat consumption of 
the air source heat pump, the combined refrigerator and freez-
er, and the large household refrigerator of house h at time t, 
respectively. 

APPENDIX B 

CASE STUDY PARAMETERS 
 

TABLE III 
AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMP PARAMETERS 

Heat pump size Small Medium Large 

HQ (W) 6388 8700 15150 

QH,slope(W/K) 62.5 78 95 
COP 3.138 3.315 3.520 

 
TABLE IV 

PARAMETERS OF COMBINED REFRIGERATOR AND FREEZERS 
Cc1(kJ/K) 4.0 Cc24(W/K) 1.875 
Cc2(kJ/K) 6.0 Cc34(W/K) 1.35 
Cc3(kJ/K) 0.5 Cic(W/K) 1.2 
Cc4(kJ/K) 1.35 QFC,max(W) 300 
Cc13(W/K) 4.375 COP 1.306 

 
TABLE V 

PARAMETERS OF LARGE HOUSEHOLD REFRIGERATORS 
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Cl1(kJ/K) 251 Cl23(W/K) 5 
Cl2(kJ/K) 13 Cil(W/K) 12 
Cl3(kJ/K) 1.0 QFL,max(W) 421 
Cl12(kJ/K) 30 COP 1.306 

 
TABLE VI 

PARAMETERS OF DOMESTIC HOUSES 
ξs 50% Tc3,max(

°C) 4 
Ti,min(

°C) 20 Tl2,min(
°C) 1 

Ti,max(
°C) 24 Tl2,max(

°C) 4 
Tc3,min(

°C) 1   
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